2004 saturn l300 problems

The Saturn L series is a line of automobiles , sedans and station wagons that were made by
Saturn Corporation in Wilmington, Delaware. Poor sales of the L-series cars caused GM to
cancel the line for The first L-series car was built in May , and the last one rolled off the
Wilmington line on June 17, , after a short run of models. About , L-series cars were built in this
period. The plant was then retooled to build the Pontiac Solstice and Saturn Sky roadsters. The
replacement for the L series, the Saturn Aura , arrived in August for the model-year. The L
series was troubled early in production by a number of quality issues, often related to engine
failures, transmission failures and overall fit and finish issues. Consumers reported repeat
problems with tire noise and vibration linked to poorly designed control arm bushings and
nonadjustable rear alignments. A retrofit kit was released to address these concerns. In , a
recall was issued pursuant to a defect petition by the North Carolina Consumers Council, a
consumer nonprofit advocacy organization, alleging repeat brake and tail light failures. The
resulting recall affected more than , vehicles in the United States and Canada. The resulting
recall affected only a small number of vehicles built in a four-month period in late and early The
organization reported that complaints of engine failure due to a defective timing chain design
persist to this day and requests for recall expansions have largely been ignored. The
organization has gone so far as to make its first recommendation against the purchase of a
vehicle in its more than forty-year history due in part to this timing chain defect. From
Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Redirected from Saturn L This article needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Motor vehicle. Retrieved August Retrieved
Saturn automobile timeline, â€” Hidden categories: Articles needing additional references from
December All articles needing additional references Articles with short description Short
description is different from Wikidata Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces
Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history. Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes
Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Transverse front-engine,
front-wheel drive. Opel Vectra B Saab Saab Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saturn
L-series. Compact car. S series. Mid-size car. Compact SUV. Mid-size SUV. Concept car.
Thinking about buying a used 03 Saturn L series with miles on it. It sounds good and drives
nicely but I am hesitant because of the age. Are there any problems I should look out for
particularly. You'll be inheriting someone else's problem child. DavidH25 answered 7 years ago.
Don't do it. I bought this car in , with 21K miles on it. After the first few years it was one problem
after another and they are all very expensive repairs. And now my service engine light is on and
the car is shifting hard between first and second gear. I realize your post is several months old,
but I hope you didn't buy the car! I had it at the dealer, and four other shops. Holly answered 4
years ago. Guru7HH2 answered 3 years ago. Probably late but sounds like torque converter
wentbad causing pressure control solenoids to go bad parts not that expensive but is a time
consuming job also. Remove a bolt on passenger side of transmission while at 4unning temp
I'm Then you have to add tra s fluid till it starts tospill out. Clint answered 3 years ago. I bought
a L 3 years ago Daniel answered 2 years ago. I agree haha. I've had my 04 l v6 and its great.
Pretty fast for a saturn and Reliable. Skittlerue22 answered 2 years ago. Mine is still going
strong with k! Love my Saturn and I would drive it any where and I know it would get me there.
Where ever I want to go my Saturn takes me! GuruTS23S answered 2 years ago. First person is
wrong so is second, stop reading after that. I worked for Saturn from January until they were
closed. I baught a L for my wife that I have to this day. It has recently become one of my kids
first car. I have used it as my personal daily driver since It has k on it and is still running. Every
car needs maintenance. I would think that a Saturn forum would be a good place to look for info
but with people saying they baught a L, I have had to change my mind. The Lâ€”series was
made from Facts are facts. Every car model has is down sides. If you are not a mechanic you
will spend money on maintenance and repairs on any car. I now work for ford and buy fords
because I get discounts on ford parts and new ford vehicles. If you want an honest ipinion, ask
someone that knows the car and brand, not someone that drove their dodge truck like a
mustang and are mad it gets bad fuel mileage. My 2 cents. Emily answered 2 years ago. Where
is the located at transmission control module or transmission computer same in a Saturn L and
how do u take it out and can anyone show a video or a picture. Misty answered 2 years ago.
GuruC9J5G answered 2 years ago. Hi there, we have a lw It has , We have had only one issue
with the car. A coolant leak that required the removal of the intake manifold. While I was in there
I did the timing belt, should have been done at , I can say that this is a high quality car, It has
nice suspension stiff body structure, the engine is a state of the art V6 designed buy Opel for
racing with a water to oil cooler and PVC centrifuge system nice stuff. The switches and
controls are first class and are all still working like new. The car handles, accelerates and drives
with very good precision. It may not be as nice a car as our big BMW but for an american car

from that time It is a quality machine. Kath3now answered about a year ago. I got my Saturn l
used. It started out on. But after sometime, I started getting an engine car light on my dash
Everytime the car wanted to shift into first and second. I figured out how not to let it shift hard.
Drive fast when I take off. But I have had this issue for about going on 2 years. I also smelled
something burning while driving. I can hear a clicking sound when I hit my brakes. I want to
trade this car in for an RV. Just not sure how much money I will get for my car. I brought the
Saturn for 1, cash, and really wanted it just to get me through the winter months so I won't have
to ride my motorcycle in the winter. Well here it is five years later and It is still my only car. It
now has K miles and I trust it and drive anywhere. My company pays me mileage in addition to
my time, so since my Saturn was paid for in one shot five tears ago, I make money by driving it.
It is loaded with features and everything still works except the heated seats I think the heating
element is burned out I still can't bring myself to by a new car because my Saturn still looks and
runs just as good as the much newer cars,. Purchasing that Saturn is one of if not the best
decisions in my life. Guru16MZ7 answered about a year ago. My Saturn LW has , miles and
always starts and goes. Bought new in '01 in Minnesota. All four windows go up and down,
heater works, radio works on half the speakers, great car for the kids to use to get around town.
Was our primary family car through when we got a new family car and basically let the kids
drive the Saturn full time. I've maintained and also had a few repairs along the way but never
thought about trading or junking until this week. Mike answered 3 weeks ago. Gm took it over
so yes they still make parts for them. Are there any problems I should look out for parti My car
is giving me some problems. Yesterday I was going to put my car in reverse when I felt the
shifter slip and you can also move the shifter up and down without it catching any of the gears.
One website said to add water but the cooliants say not to add water! CarGurus has 13
nationwide L listings and the tools to find you a great deal. I have a different car. Content
submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus,
and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to
CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our
policies. Common problems. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Saturn L question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Saturn L Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know
more, shop wisely Search. Used Cars for Sale. It's a salvaged model, but you couldn't tell it from
how the car looks and performs. It has a powerful V6 engine with all the get up and go that you
need for the highway or quickly maneuvering to avoid a careless driver. The engine is most
efficient at 65mph. Between highway and city driving, I usually average at 26mpg. Not bad for an
11 year old V6. It's also very quiet, which is a huge plus for me. What really puts this car head
and shoulders above above my previous is the handling. I always feel like I'm in control of the
vehicle, even in foul weather. I've been able to take this car into snow storms and pouring rain
and still maintain control. While it does take more space to pull a U turn than I'd like, it hasn't
been a problem in the field. The interior isn't too special. My car came with cloth seats, a power
driver seat, CD player, cassette player, and the premium sound system. The seats are
comfortable enough, although the rear seats feel better. The radio console with the CD and
cassette player is basic for its day. I haven't had any issues with the electronics. My L is black
with the premium aluminum rims. The look is more class than sport. Although I love the way it
looks, the exterior holds my biggest gripe. Because most of the panels are made of plastic, this
makes the vehicle aesthetically fragile. Plastic has more give than metal. So, when someone
bumps into you, even if it's gentle, you get distortions in the paint from where the plastic flexes.
At a distance, you might not notice, but they become obvious as you get closer. The Saturn L
has been a great car for me. For the price I paid, the value has been amazing. For those who
might be on a budget and need a reliable car with great performance, the Saturn L is a good
choice. I bought this car two years ago. Absolutely the best car I have owned. My wife drove it
until about 6 months ago. We bought her a Saturn Vue. So I chose to keep this L Very fun to
drive, lots of power and still 26 MPG average. I drive it every day and thoroughly enjoy it. I got
stopped to see what the damage was, and there was none. One small scratch where the hoof
hit. I had no idea this car had composite panels on the doors. Why don't all vehicles have this.
Can't say enough good to describe this car. I've been driving this car for 4 years, and I love it. It
feels great on the road, and was very affordable. Even though I have the 4-cylinder baseline
version, I've used this thing for hauling a good amount of stuff, including people that shouldn't
have been riding in the back. I do have a few issues with the car, though. The interior materials
are a bit cheap. As a result, the seats are a bit uncomfortable and it isn't all that durable. The
second issue I have is a big one, writing this review in repairs are getting to be very expensive
for this car. The L-series didn't exactly sell gangbusters, which means parts are getting
increasingly hard to find. We are now finding out that saturns were built how cars were

supposed to be built. Rust proof and durable. I this this model is better than the Aura style. We
need saturn Back. We purchased our Saturn August of I wanted the 4 cylinder to get the Drive
chain. The drive belts break,deteriorate too often. We have miles on it now. Other than that no
repairs. It is our second Saturn, the first was a SL2. We sold it ourselves in no problems with it
either. First looker bought it. Well, I digress. We have been completely satisfied with this car.
Incidentally my daughter-in-law had a Sl-1 one of the first she drove it for nine years and my son
drove it to work for two. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the L View
Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. L model: All L models 3 4dr Station
Wagon 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. The L is a great car! Items per
page:. Write a review See all Ls for sale. Sponsored cars related to the L Sign Up. It's a salvaged
model, but you couldn't tell it from how the car looks and performs. It has a powerful V6 engine
with all the get up and go that you need for the highway or quickly maneuvering to avoid a
careless driver. The engine is most efficient at 65mph. Between highway and city driving, I
usually average at 26mpg. Not bad for an 11 year old V6. It's also very quiet, which is a huge
plus for me. What really puts this car head and shoulders above above my previous is the
handling. I always feel like I'm in control of the vehicle, even in foul weather. I've been able to
take this car into snow storms and pouring rain and still maintain control. While it does take
more space to pull a U turn than I'd like, it hasn't been a problem in the field. The interior isn't
too special. My car came with cloth seats, a power driver seat, CD player, cassette player, and
the premium sound system. The seats are comfortable enough, although the rear seats feel
better. The radio console with the CD and cassette player is basic for its day. I haven't had any
issues with the electronics. My L is black with the premium aluminum rims. The look is more
class than sport. Although I love the way it looks, the exterior holds my biggest gripe. Because
most of the panels are made of plastic, this makes the vehicle aesthetically fragile. Plastic has
more give than metal. So, when someone bumps into you, even if it's gentle, you get distortions
in the paint from where the plastic flexes. At a distance, you might not notice, but they become
obvious as you get closer. The Saturn L has been a great car for me. For the price I paid, the
value has been amazing. For those who might be on a budget and need a reliable car with great
performance, the Saturn L is a good choice. I've been driving this car for 4 years, and I love it. It
feels great on the road, and was very affordable. Even though I have the 4-cylinder baseline
version, I've used this thing for hauling a good amount of stuff, including people that shouldn't
have been riding in the back. I do have a few issues with the car, though. The interior materials
are a bit cheap. As a result, the seats are a bit uncomfortable and it isn't all that durable. The
second issue I have is a big one, writing this review in repairs are getting to be very expensive
for this car. The L-series didn't exactly sell gangbusters, which means parts are getting
increasingly hard to find. I purchased this car understanding that I wouldn't expect to have a car
that drives like a Lincoln but I was pleasantly surprised. No fancy amenities but everything I
need is there. When you need power it responds and the ride is as good as any other
comparable vehicle. I am a tall person and the power seats adjust so that even I am comfortable
driving. For the money this car was a good buy and the dealership is very customer concious. I
am very impressed with this vehicle. There is plenty of power, comfortable seating, and it
handles like a sports car with a comfortable ride. The standard equipment list includes
everything needed. The fit, finish, and interior appointments are excellent. I purchased this car
for my wife who loves it. My other car is a Cadillac Eldorado, and if Cadillac were to produce a
midsize wagon, this could be it. I cant think of a better comparison. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. More about the L View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all
for sale. L model: All L models 3 4dr Station Wagon 3. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars
2 stars 1 star. Cons driving experience. Items per page:. Write a review See all Ls for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the L Sign Up. Hello, I recently started having problems with my
Saturn L I think it must be the transmission because I notice the problem when I am on the
highway and when the car is shifting from 3rd to 4th gear, The car seems to get stuck in the
shifting process and shudders a great deal. This is also noticeable on normal road driving not
only highway driving but on a lesser basis. I just had the trans fluid changed last week at miles
hoping that would help but it seems even worse now. Could this be something other than the
trans, like a clogged catalytic converter perhaps? Any thoughts or suggestions would be
greatly appreciated. Thank you. Do you. Have you checked the computer for codes yet? If you
have a clogged convertor on those cars what I have seen is the wont shift until you let up on the
gas a little. Was this answer. Thank you for the response. I have not had the computer codes
checked yet since there hasn't been any warning lights showing on the dash at all. The last time
I took the car in to check codes, I was told that if no warning lights were activated then there
would not be any codes registered for the computer to obtain. Is that true? There is still codes
that set that don't trigger the light. Do you ever have a hard shift when shifting gears? Then

turning it off and then back on again it shifts fine? No, I have never experienced that issue
which you described. The car shifts ok going through first, second and third gears but seems to
have the shuddering hesitation problem going into fourth gear. Should I take it to one of those
auto parts stores that do the free code checks to see what they come up with? You can try them
but some of the codes stored are deeper in the system and diyer scan tools can't read them.
Thank you again for your reply. I guess I would be better off just taking the car to a GM dealer
so they can look for the correct codes. I certainly hope I don't need a new transmission. I
appreciate your comments. Most of the repairs on those transmissions I have done were in car
repairs. I'm sorry, I didn't get the meaning of your last post. Did you mean they were in car
repair shops? In car repairs meaning the transmission was repaired without removing it from
the car or replacing it. Hello again, I have a follow-up question for you. The car only has 64k
miles on it so I don't know why the trans would need a full rebuild. When I had the fluid changed
last week, there were no signs of metal shavings or debris in the pan. Any thoughts would be
greatly appreciated. Thank you Was this answer. Did they find any codes? If so what are the
exact code numbers they found? I need all the details? Also which solenoid? Why Are they
suggesting to replace it? I don't think they even checked for any codes because they asked if
any of the service lights came on and I sad no, then they said they will just road test it then not
sure why they couldn't check in on the computer either way. They said it might be the "shift
solenoid" inside the trans that affects 3rd and 4th gears, possibly something to do with the
clutch. I don't have a great deal of confidence in them at this point. I don't ether because the
first thing I always do is check for co
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des. I have never replaced a solenoid on those cars. I have replaced a lot of line pressure
solenoids and a few tcc solenoids also a few valve bodies. The min thing on those is check for
codes check the fluid pressure in the transmission also check the pressures at different
commanded pressures with a scan tool. To rule out valve body etc. Ok thank you again. I agree
with what you're saying so I am just going to bring the car into an official GM dealer tomorrow
and pay for the diagnostics because I trust them more to determine the problem correctly and
hopefully fix it correctly too. I appreciate your help. Your welcome keep me posted doesn't
make sense to spend on a hunch. Please login or register to post a reply. Related Transmission
Service Content. Step by step service guide on how to service an automatic transmission, this
article pertains to most vehicles but was performed on a Saturn Vue. If So Transmission Rebuilt
Estimate. When I Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

